Abstract-Nowadays, remote sensing technologies greatly ease environmental assessment using aerial images. Such data are most often analyzed by a manual operator, leading to costly and non scalable solutions. In the fields of both machine learning and image processing, many algorithms have been developed to fasten and automate this complex task. Their main common assumption is the need to have prior ground truth available. However, for field experts or engineers, manually labeling the objects requires a time-consuming and tedious process. Restating the labeling issue as a binary classification one, we propose a method to assist the costly annotation task by introducing an active learning process, considering a query-by-group strategy. Assuming that a comprehensive context may be required to assist the annotator with the labeling task of a single instance, the labels of all the instances of an image are indeed queried. A score based on instances distribution is defined to rank the images for annotation and an appropriate retraining step is derived to simultaneously reduce the interaction cost and improve the classifier performances at each iteration. A numerical study on real images is conducted to assess the algorithm performances. It highlights promising results regarding the classification rate along with the chosen re-training strategy and the number of interactions with the user.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, remote sensing technologies greatly ease environmental assessment over large study areas using aerial images, e.g. for monitoring and counting animals or ships. As drone prices are progressively decreasing, the acquisition of aerial high-resolution images targeting very different and specific objects of interest is now accessible to almost anyone. However, the resulting databases are most often analyzed by experts from each domain manually, leading to costly and non scalable processes. This challenging task recently found an echo in the computer vision community where automatic object detection algorithms appear as a providential solution [1] . If several environmental applications already successfully benefited from recent developments in computation capabilities [2] - [4] , the required data annotation now appears as one of the main bottlenecks: it is a very tedious and time-consuming procedure. The aim of the method introduced hereafter is to
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A. Motivation
The proposed strategy is motivated by an application to environmental survey where aerial images are used to count objects of interest. Several tens of images are available after an aerial campaign and are manually processed to identify and count these objects. In this field, an annotator can frequently need to inspect a wider area to determine whether an object is present or not. Our method is precisely derived from this observation and we adapt the usual active learning process to fit this assessment: a selected full image is proposed to the user for annotation, through bounding boxes correction or validation. It is assumed that the annotation task is therefore more efficient if the annotator has a good understanding of the context. We do not pretend that this query-by-group strategy should be used for any active annotation task but we believe it is pertinent to any application where a comprehensive context may be required to assist the annotator with the labeling task of a single instance. Besides, we focus on cases where there are only few and scattered positive instances per group. This imbalanced setting leads to the need for specific sampling for instance selection and active retraining strategy. Examples of the diversity of images and complexity of annotation of our specific application are shown in Fig. 2 , where the high variability of several parameters from one image to another complicates the object detection task: acquisition parameters (acquisition height or angle), weather condition, but also the relatively small dimension of objects regarding the image size and the fact there is no prior hypothesis of localization on the image.
Hence in the following, the selection of the queried instances is constrained by requiring that they belong to a group. This strategy necessitates to (1) define a global score to rate the relevance of each group to be the next one to query, (2) define a performing training subset selection within the queried group and (3) define a metric to evaluate the interaction with the annotator. The noteworthy objective is to reduce the number of human interactions on the overall process, starting from a first annotated image to a fully annotated image dataset, rather than reaching the maximum final accuracy.
B. Related work
In active learning, the goal is to identify and select for query, some instances that are more useful than others for classification performances in an iterative process: well chosen, fewer representative instances are needed to achieve similar performances. In classical active learning approaches, at each iteration, the labeling of one or several representative instances is queried one after another and the classifier is re-trained on the enlarged data including the new labeled instances. Queried instances are selected on criteria based on their informativeness or their uncertainty [5] , [6] . Previous works combining active learning and object detection have focused on selecting queries at training time to reduce the number of instances needed to reach the performances of fully supervised learning. For example, [7] - [9] focus on designing the classifier during annotation time in an active learning setup, [10] considers a designed set based on Adaboost classifier, [11] an interactive way without active query. Nevertheless, these strategies aim to query the user with several patches to label and face the difficulty to annotate uncertain patch queries [10] . On the contrary, in our strategy, we aim to query the annotator with a full image (and not a set of patches coming from different images) to facilitate the annotator task. We thus should adapt our query criterion to query a whole image. Querying a full image to find a precise localization of an object has been studied in [7] , [12] . In [7] , the training images are crawled from the web and an active learning process selects the most uncertain images for annotation. [12] propose a method for training object detectors which only requires annotators to verify bounding-boxes produced automatically by the learning algorithm, in order to reduce the cost of annotation. However there is no active learning process involved. Both works consider images with objects of significant size compared to our case. Our main challenge is not so much the precise localization of objects than their detection.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Our proposed active learning framework is introduced in Section II. Section III reports numerical experiments conducted on a real image dataset to assess the performances of the method. Finally, we conclude and provide future research directions in Section IV.
II. METHOD

A. Global workflow and notations
Our goal is to assist the annotation process for an object detection task in aerial images by introducing an iterative active process which global workflow is displayed in Fig.  1 . The images collected through drone or plane flights over a specific area constitute a set of images S to annotate of size K + 1 (for convenience, as one image will be used for initialization). At each iteration i, the system queries an image to annotate. S i denotes the image set with remaining non annotated images. The process ends when S i is empty and a set of fully labeled images S L has been created.
Each image, as in multiple instance learning, can be seen as a bag of instances extracted through a traditional object detection pipeline. An instance is a region of interest from an image, referred to as a patch, described by a feature vector x ∈ R
d . An image I k can be denoted in the feature space as
} with k ∈ {1, . . . , K + 1} and p k being the number of instances extracted in image k. In our case, ∀k, p k = p is a constant determined by the patch extraction method used. The object detection problem on an image I k can thus be restated as a binary classification for each instance x k l : the classifier C should determine its label y k l ∈ {0, 1}, depending on whether it contains an object of interest or not, 1 being the positive class. We note the number of total positive instances in S as N + . With this model, the object detection problem is strongly imbalanced between the positive class and the negative class because of the low distribution of objects of interest in comparison with the background. The main steps of the procedure are now described hereafter.
B. Initialization.
At the beginning (i = 0), one image I 0 is taken out of S to be fully labeled. The classifier C 1 is then trained on a balanced sample of labeled instances containing all the positives instances and negative instances chosen randomly. The active phase starts at i = 1 with the set S 1 containing the K remaining images.
C. Active phase: Score computation and selection of the image to be queried (Block A - Fig. 1 ).
At each iteration i, all instances of S i are classified by C i and grouped in two categories: 1) Certain instances (positives and negatives): predicted respectively to their class with a probability greater than a fixed threshold t c , 2) Uncertain instances: predicted (either positive or negative) with a probability lying in an interval with fixed half-length t unc : [0.5 − t unc , 0.5 + t unc ]. We propose to create a selective sampling query taking into account two main criteria: the number of certain positives P i , and the number of uncertain instances U i . As in our framework the instance selection is constrained by a group membership, a score taking into account a trade-off between these two criteria at the group level has to be defined to rate the relevance of each image to be the next one to query. The image score s k of an image I k ∈ S i is thus defined as a harmonic mean value combining the two criteria:
This score allows to keep a trade-off between the densities of both certain data (that helps to improve a good prediction rate) and uncertain data (according to the well-known uncertainty sampling strategy). Its maximum is reached for images with a balanced setting between both. The image score s k is computed for each image I k ∈ S i . The selected image I * i is the one with the largest score s k and is submitted for annotation to the oracle. The oracle is assumed to be a perfect oracle, the image being checked for annotation by a user who is expert in its field. The image presented to the user at each iteration contains bounding boxes of certain positives instances predicted by the classifier. User interactions with I * i for the label annotation process can be either (1) to correct the false positives or (2) to add the missing positives (i.e. correct the false negatives). True positives and true negatives are validated implicitly.
At the i th iteration, the number of interactions performed by the user is denoted A i . The evolution of the accumulated values of A i over the iterations of the algorithm is considered in the following as an evaluation criterion of the method: the method succeeds if, at the end of the algorithm, A K is less than the number of interactions needed to annotate the full dataset (i.e. N + ), the difference between the two values being the gain in interaction.
E. Classifier training (Block C - Fig. 1 ).
I
* being fully annotated, the label y of each instance x are known. As mentioned previously, the studied data are strongly imbalanced due to the distribution of the objects in a binary classification scheme and the instances extraction. Therefore retraining C on all the instances in I * is not a viable solution. A subset of instances X * ⊂ I * is selected and added to the previous training set. Then the classifier C is retrain from scratch on this newly concatenated training set. Selecting X * is not trivial. We introduce three different strategies to select this subset: 1) Uncertain (UC) considers a balanced subset of positive and negative uncertain instances. 2) Uncertain + Certain (UC+C) is composed of a balanced subset of uncertain and certain instances; 3) Uncertain + Certain + Extra-Knowledge (UC+C+EK) is the previous subset (UC+C), enriched with Extra-Knowledge which refers to all corrected instances by the oracle, that would not have been selected with the previous strategies, i.e. false positives, false negatives and positives with medium confidence. For each strategy, the balance of the set is done by having equal amount of positive and negative instances. All certain and uncertain positives instances are selected. Negative certain instances are sorted increasingly according to their probability and those with the highest probabilities are selected. Negative uncertain instances are sorted and selected regarding their closeness to the uncertain boundary probability (0.5). The number of selected negatives in each considered subset is set equally to the number of positives instances in this subset. The first two strategies mimic classical active learning selection strategies based on the classifier confidence. We consider these strategies in order to evaluate the gain of adding the different subsets to the training set, under the query-by-group constraint. Whereas the third one makes full use of the information provided by all the corrections on the selected image by the user.
F. End of the procedure.
The iterative process (computing image score, user interaction with the selected image), is performed de novo until all images are annotated.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiment settings
The experiments are carried out on a set of 7 images of humans gathering shellfish on the seashore in the Natural Park of Morbihan (South Brittany, France) during spring tides [4] . The aim is to evaluate the number of people on the seashore in this period of high attendance and deduce the pressure of their activity on the environment. The images were taken from a plane with different angles of acquisition inducing a high variability in the objects size and orientation (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. 2 . Three images of our experimental dataset showing the diversity of the images in illumination, distribution of objects, angle of acquisition, which are main challenges of our dataset. These images respectively contain 15, 3, 26 shellfish gatherers. Fig. 3 . We show evolution of the classifier on a test image through the iterative process at iteration 1, 2 and 6. The second image highlights the interest of a reset step for the annotator in case this image would have been selected for annotation. 651 humans have been manually annotated on this dataset to create the ground truth. This prior manual annotation is required to simulate the oracle and evaluate the classification performances. All labels are hidden and only disclosed when required at annotation step. According to [13] , the average annotator error highly increases when counting more than 50 objects per image. We thus split each image in four parts, in order to reduce the number of humans per image for the annotator.
Our final set S, after splitting images, is composed of 28 sub-images of size 1750 × 1167 pixels. This set contains in average 25 objects per image. The set of 28 images is split into a training set (K + 1 = 23 images) and a test set (5 images) to assess the classification performances all along the iterative process. Four different splits in train/test are performed. In the four test sets, there are in average 114 positive instances. We take care that the distribution of the number of objects per image in each test set is consistent with the one of the corresponding training set. A summary of the data statistics are shown in Tab. I, highlighting the dataset imbalance between positive and negative examples. that feature extraction is beyond the scope of the present paper. Even if the sliding-window algorithm is computationally expensive, it allows an exhaustive search for object positions. Having no prior hypothesis on object positions, this exhaustive search ensures that all positive instances are present in the instance set for the image selection step, which is important for our oracle simulation.
Classifier. SVM has been studied in the active learning context and has shown good properties for active learning based on uncertainty sampling [14] . The classifier used here is an SVM with a RBF kernel (C = 1, γ = 0.1) and it is initialized with a first annotated image (seed).
Initialization. The procedure may depend upon the image chosen for initialization, hence averages computed over all possible initializations are reported, for each criterion. We empirically set thresholds for certain and uncertain data based on the Platt probability estimate with t c = 0.8 and t unc = 0.1. An instance is thus considered as certain if its probability to its respective label is in [0. Oracle annotation. Before the image is proposed to the annotator, bounding boxes are drawn after a non maximum suppression algorithm on instances considered as positive by C with a confidence higher than 0.8. During the annotation phase, to simulate a perfect oracle, we assume a positive label is given to an instance if the overlap coverage with a positive localization of the ground truth is higher than 0.6.
B. Results
Evaluation of the classifier performances w.r.t. the retraining strategies. Each of the re-training strategies described in Section II-E provides a final classifier after the K iterations of the method. These classifiers are first evaluated regarding the F-score, recall and precision of the positive class computed on the test sets. Fig. 3 displays the evolution of the detection at different iterations on one of the image from the test set. Table II reports the detection scores and standard deviations of the three strategies, averaged over the 4 test sets and for the whole annotation process.
For purpose of comparison, performances for a random (weighted) guess are also reported. First, comparing UC and UC+C strategies, we can observe the improvement over Fscore, precision and recall when adding certain instances in the retraining set. As we could expect, adding diversity to the uncertain training set, through certain examples, allows better detection performances. Secondly, taking into account the extra-knowledge (UC+C+EK) decreases the average Fscore on the test sets with respect to the other strategies. More particularly, the recall sharply decreases as the precision increases. This effect is due to the false positives corrected by the annotator that are added to the training set. The correct labeling of these negative instances that are particularly hard to classify induces mechanically a reduction of the number of false positives. As a side effect, it also increases the number of false negatives, decreasing the recall.
This classifier score study shows that the procedure does not lead to a general classifier with suitable performance for an object detection task. Nevertheless, in the context of an annotation task, a crucial characteristic would rather be the number of interactions with the user during successive iterations and, ultimately, at the end of the process.
Therefore, in the next section, a novel annotation cost metric is introduced. It is based on the difference between the number of user interactions and the number of objects present in the image set, and gives a better interpretation of the retraining strategies for an annotation task. Evaluation of the number of annotator interactions. For an image queried to the oracle for annotation at iteration i, the number of user interactions A i is defined as the sum of false positives and false negatives in I * i . The interaction gain is then the difference between A i and the actual number of objects (true positive instances) in I * i . It quantifies the enhancement of the annotation process from the user point of view.
As the initialization step can have an impact on this score, the proposed procedure is hence overall evaluated on results averaged over each initial image candidate. To better illustrate the wide variety of gain in interaction regarding the image chosen for initialization, two opposite situations (A) and (B) taken out from the set of possible initializations are more deeply investigated.
In the worst case scenario (A), the model predictions are still highly unsatisfying even after the first iterations, leading to poor predictions and many required corrections for the annotator. The number of interactions is larger than the number of objects, which does not fit the objective to ease the annotation process. In practice, in such a case, an annotator would annotate the image from scratch rather than correct many false bounding boxes (see the second image in Fig. 3 ). We therefore consider that the number of interactions with the annotator is the minimum between the number of interactions and the number of objects (inter+reset) in order to simulate a "reset" step by the annotator. Such a disadvantageous initialization, that requires few reset steps before the classifier contributes positively to the annotation process, is illustrated on Fig. 4 . On the other hand, in scenario (B), the initialization is relevant, and the number of interactions remains lower than the total number of objects. The system contributes to the annotation task directly after one image as shown in Fig. 5 . This latter scenario is obviously the most preferred. Table III reports the average number of iterations where this reset step is needed. We can see that UC+C+EK strategy only requires this action mainly during the first 4 iterations in average (out of 23 iterations). Besides, other retraining strategies still resort to it up to the 16 th (UC) or 14 th (UC+C) iteration in average. This is related to the differences in recall and precision for the three strategies. As explained previously, the proposed method gives prominence to a reduced false positive rate.
To assess the overall performance of the proposed method, the average and standard deviation of interactions gain for each retraining strategy is also reported in Tab. III. Even if the best result is achieved with UC+C strategy, with a maximum of 135 interactions gained, UC+C+EK performs best regarding the overall performance (average: 77.5 interactions gained). Indeed UC+C+EK strategy is more robust to the initialization step, while UC+C could even not perform any gain in worst cases. From a user point of view, the results reported here greatly and conversly differ from performances shown in Tab. II. User metric evaluations demonstrate that UC+C+EK is the strategy fitting our objectives, even though it does not lead to the best F-score in the end. Note also that the number of positive instances in the training sets is 537 in average. Proportionally, an interaction gain of 77.5 results in 14.3% less interactions.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We introduced an active learning annotation framework which reduces the annotation cost when creating a ground truth. Usual active learning algorithms perform instance selection from the whole set of input data. In the present work, our method query the best image to annotate to get all the objects in their comprehensive context for the annotator. We defined a score to rank the images and identify the one that should be annotated at each iteration, based on both uncertainty and true positives. The main objective is to reduce the number of human interactions on the overall process, starting from a first annotated image, rather than reaching the maximum final accuracy. Therefore, the annotation cost is measured through the gain in interactions with respect to a labeling task from scratch. This user interaction metric represents the corrections of the classifier decisions by the annotator. At each iteration, the classifier is retrained according to a specific subset of data. Several strategies have been compared and their performances regarding the interaction gain have been discussed.
Several follow up investigations have been identified to strengthen the proposed architecture. We highlight that initialization is a crucial step to our design, and as such it requires further investigation to gain robustness in the process. Besides, scaling to larger datasets may require the introduction of an incremental classifier and a stopping criterion whose definition in the given context will not be straightforward.
